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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

An Analysis of Zoning Reforms examines the sources of corruption in 

the theory and practic~ of zoning and discusses a number of proposed 

reforms. 

Current zoning practice is based on the fairly rigid "Euclidean" system 

which was established during the early years of the century to prescribe 

land uses and density regulations in advance of land development. At its 

inception, Euclidean zoning provided a few standard means of adjustment 

of the rigid categories fo! the individual landowner which are still widely 

used. 

In addition to the adjustment procedures, new zoning techniques have 

been designed to admit an additional degree of flexibility into the zoning 

process. Performance zoning, inc2ntive zoning and various negotiated.zoning 

techniques have become part of the current system. These new techniques 

as well as the standard appeals procedures all admit some degree of dis·· 

cretion on the part of the granter. Though discretionary judgments are 

often blamed for corrupt practices, an examination of the system indicates 

the probability that other shortcomings of the system are more likely to 

be at fault • 

. The structure and the practice of the ~urrent zoning system give rise 

to a number of problems which provide grounds for corruption to flourish. 

These problems include: 1) Secrecy and lack of accountability, 2) In

creasing complexity of administration, 3) Lack of standards, and 4) Land 

speculation. Each of these classes of problem has been met by specific 

proposals for reform. 

This problem is believed to have a strong relationship to the historic 

confusion between legislative and administrative responsibility in the zoning 

process. Sorting out the correct legislative and administrative roles has 

been the focus of considerable legal attention in recent years. One of the 
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. central eases, Fasano v. Wash ingt0!l, 1973, highlightq the issues. The de

cision of the Oregon Court in this contested rezoning case is accompanied 

by a detailed opinion of the cowrts that rezonings, traditionally the pro

vince of the legislature, should more properly be considered administrative 

procedures. Furthermore. the proper procedures for conducting administra

tive hearings are spelled out by the court. Subsequent to th~ Fasano de

cision the ruling was extended to cover the conduct of additional land use 

related procedures. 

The significance of the Fasano case for zoning corruption is that the 

proper administrative pt'Gcedures outlined by the courts for individual 

zoning hearings require public notice, public testimony, adequate records, 

and strict attention to due process. Furthermore, all out-of-court CO'l-

~acts between the parties to the proceedings and the hearing administrator 

are expressly forbidden. Procedural reform is the proposed approach to 

minimizing opportunities for corruption. The major drawback tc this re

form is its possible chilling effect on the participation of citizens 

whQ may believe that they must be represented by legal counsel ina 

tightly run administrative hearing. 

The American Law Institute in its new Model L&nd Use Code proposes 

similar separation of administrative and legislative actions related to 

rezonings. 

New laws affecting government administration i~) general will also affect 

the problem of secrecy and lack of accountability. Laws relating to fin

ancial disclosure, open meetings, open access to records, conflict of in

terest, and periodic justHication of programs all have si.milar intentions 

and are applicable approaches to containing zoning corruption. 

Increasing Complexity of Administrative Procedures 

This problem arises as a result of the new discretionary zoning 

techniques and from an expansion of required permits from Federal, state 

and local governments. The institution of a number of good management 

practices has been proposed to reliev.e the lengthy procedures and assist 

inexperienced personnel administering land use decisions. These are 

the professional hearing examiner, the land-use task force, clarification 

of administrative procedures i~ the ~rdinance, clarification of the zoning 
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ordinance itself~ review and supervision. and designation of land-use dee!'" 

sions along political and technical l,ines. Many of these refornt$ are 

practical measures primarily direeted'to increasing efficiency, and thereby 

relieving the confusion and delay which encourage corrupt practices. 

Lack of Standard$ 

Zoning legally rests on the concept of protec:tion of, the "public 

interest." The ever-T~idening definition of the "public interest" makes 

it difficult for legislators to provide firm guidelines to administrators. 

wbere standards are unclear, corruption may flourish. Reforms that man'" 

date planning are a means of forcing policy makers to consider and define 

their standards. Making the zoning ordinance legally depend upon an 

adopted plan is a further attempt to give status to a policy-oriented 

document containing explicit standards. If indeed such standard 03 can 

be clearly spelled out by legislators, some opportunities for corruption 

might be minimized. It has been argued however that defining policies 

which are both gene1C'al and useful for guiding everyday decisions is un

achievable. 

Technological standards, similar to those on which perfc)'tmance con

trolsare based have been suggested as a way of increasing precision in 

defining the public welfare. Such an approach, while useful as a prelimi.·,. 

nary tool, cannot however be expected to offer guiding criteria. The 

public or its representatives must still define its goals. 

Land SpeculatioQ 

Proposals for mitigating the problems arising from land speculation 

include, on the one hand, abolition of zoning entirely, and. on the other 

hand, imposition of a system of tal.es and insurance provided by the public 

sector for economic windfalls and wipeouts occasioned by zoning. The latter 

solution is being approached indirectly in a number of communities which 

require some form of development taxes. Buying and selling zoning reclassi· 

fications legally has also been proposed.. In addition, land banking by the 

public sector is a time-honored way of guarding against private land specu

lation. These solutions do not appear to have geneTal acceptance at this 

time. 
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Conclusion 

Every proposed reform has its advantag·es and drawbacks. It is our 

conclusion that the best hope for zoning reform which touchE's the underlying 

issuesinvqlved in zoning corruption lies in the procedural safeguards sug

gested in the Fasano decision and the ALI code. Strict p'tpcedures, if followed, 

will have the additional effect of putting pressure on leg:lslative bodies 

to provide clearer and luore definite standards. Though the other methods 

of reform offer p'L'omise, the institution.of procedural reforms directly 

reaches into the zoning, process and appears to be the broadest reform and 

the one most likely to be accepted by the public at this time. Public scru

tiny and public participation is the best protection against corruption, 

and strict procedures for reviewing and administering zoniIlg appear to 

offer the best support for these activities. 

SUMMARY CLASSIFICATION OF PROBLEMS AND PROPOSED REFORMS 

SecTecy and Lack of Accountability 

Separat~ administrative from legislative roh;~; set up propel." pro
cedures. 

Pass related legislation: 

• Sunshine laws 
• Financial disclosure law 
• Freedom of information law 
• Conflict of interest law 
• Sunset laws. 

C.omplexity of Procedures 

Establish hearing examiners 

Set up land-use task force 

Define administrative procedures 

Clarify ordinances 

Divide political decision-making from technical decision~making. 

Lack of Standards 

Establish mandatory planning 

Make zoning dependent on plans 

Use appropriate technological approaches. 

Land SpeculatiQll 

Remove zoning al~ogether 

Establish windfall and wipeout provisions 

Buy and sell zoning 

Establish a government land bank. 
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The Protect 

Under a grant from the National Institute of Law Enforcement and 

Criminal Justice, SRI International (formerly Stanford Research Institute) 

has conducted a 2-year study of problems of local-government corruption 

in land-use and building regulation. We have found such corruption to be 

a significant problem in many areas in the United States and it is not 

likely to be insignificant in the areas we could not study. To provide 

a detailed understanding of how corruption occurs and how it can be pre

vented, SRI researched the emrironment in cities that had fdced corrup

tion problems in recent years, undertook an,extensive literature search, 

analyzed the causes of ~orruption, identified numerous corruption pre

scriptions, and commissioned specialized studies from recognized experts 

in ~he field. The methods available for carrying out this study had se

vere limitations. As a result, the study produced not firm conclusions, 

but hypotheses to be tested by other researchers in other, more rigorous 

situations. The methodology and its limitations are. discussed in detail 

in Appendix A to this volume. 

The results of this 2-year study program are contained in six reports, 

as follows: 

• Volume I: Corruption in Land Use and Building Regulation: 
An Integrated Report of Conclusions ..... A summary of the envi
ronment in which corruption can occur in land use and build
ing regulation,and possible corrective and preventive mea
sures. Illustrations are drawn from the case studies 
(Volume II). 

• Volume II: Appendix--Case Studies of Corruption and Reform .... 
Documented incidents of corruption in nine cities aud one 
documented absence-of-corruption case. In each case study, 
the f8ctors that acted to allow the corruption are pointed 
out. 

• An Anticorruption Strategy for Local Governments .. -This reM 
port describes a countercorruption strategy that can be 1m· .. 
plemented by city administrators to monitor the pe~formance 
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of employees and to increase their understanding Cif. what con-
stitutes 'Corruption and'how to avoid it. . 

• An Analysis of Zoning Ref~rms: Minimizing the Incentive for 
~EtionuThis report,' prepared by staff of /the American 
Society of Planning Officials, discusses zoning reforms that 
can be. considered by planners~ zoning commissioners, and . 
others involved in land-us<:. regulation. 

• Establishing a Citizens t Watchdog Group--T~is manual t pre
pared by the Better Government Association" of Chicago, shows 
how to establish a citizens' group to exp<;ise corruption and 
bring pressure for reform. . .. ' 

• Analysis and Biblio&:t!!Rhy of Literature; on Corru.E,tion--The 
results of a detailed search of books, <:journals, and news
papers made to identify descriptive arJcounts of corruption, . 
theoretical analyses of the causes of' corruption, and $trat
egies ~roposed or implemented to control it. 

The Report 

'.Chis report addresses Iseveral of th~ hypotheses derived in Volume I 

of "corruption in Land-Use land Building Regulation": 

• The attractiveness of an opportunity for corruption rises 
when the action sought is congruent with city policies and 
drops when it conflicts. 

G Opportunities for corruption will be increased'by any legal 
or administrative requirement that is a precondition for pri-
vate sector activity. . 

• Applicants' incentives to.comply with demands made by offi
cials will increase with the importance of regulatory deci
sions to their activities. 

It Applicants' incentives to comply with d,eit.ands of-offieia15 
will increase as those demands reflect ~ommunity and indus
trynol"ms. 

• The incen.tive for an official to par.ticipate in a corrupt 
act will be increased by community or orgafli'zational norm1=> 
that conflict with official policies. 

The measures examined here are not offered as a panacea for corruption, 

but as a tool for legislators and r.egulators (and planners) to use in 

considering the question of "how much regulation is really needed" and 

"what must be regulated. u Obviously, throwing out the rules is a specious 

way to deal wt:\:.h the prob-lem of repeated violations. But, just as obvi

ously, clinging to archaic rt,lles or unworkable plans i'! an invitation to 

corruption. 
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I .. INTRODUCTION 

As ~9ng as substantial financial advantages are to be gained in land 

transactions by the uBtermined investor who knows his way around land use 

regulations, the potential for ccirrupti~p, exists. The newspaper stories 

are familiar; a landowner realizes how much money he might make if he could 

change the classification of his land from one that allows him to build only 

single-family houses to one that allows him a shopping center or a high-rise 

apartment. A singl'J!; vote on the city council can change the value of his 

acre (ilf land from $5,000 to $100,000. The temptation to approach the suscepti

ble clcmncil member with a bribe may be irresistab1.t>. • 

. The narrowest form of abuse and the one most likely to make headlines 

involves the cas~ in which money is exchanged. It must be recognized, however, 

that cash is not the only form of exchange for favors. The payoff can come in 

many ways, of which these are only a few: 

• The mayor manages to buy a piece of property just before a re
zoning petition is submitted, and sells it immediately after. 

• The zoning commissioner makes sure that a certain local consult
ing firm or law office is llsed to negotiate all planned unit 
developments. 

• The corporations, with land holdings and interlocking bos'rdsl' 
benefit from complicated buying and selling schemes. (Abstracted 
from Freilich and Larson, 1970.) 

The 'schemes can become so complex that they can make a good detective movie 

(Chinatown) or a thousand-·page biogra?hy (Caro' s The Power Broker). 

Ail these cases point out the difficulty of focusing on direct exchange 

of money as the major form of corruption in land use. This paper will concen

trate on the particular machinery of the land use regulation system which 

appears to make it easier for such abuses as outright bribery to occur, while 

recognidng that the forms in which corruption are found are Hkely to be more 

subtle and far-ranging. 

<Land use planning by its nature is often a disorganized procedure res

potldini~a variety of conflicting interests. The more democratic {:he pro

cess,the more>d;UUcvlt it is to confine and codify both the procedures and 

their effects. A degr,ee of ambiguity is probably inherent in the system. 

Zoning, the most widelYllsed tool for implementing planning is particularly 

. subject to abuse. 
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Zoning corruption is not like the corruption that results from bending 

the specifications outlined in the building codes; it is not so likely to be 

measurable. Zoning frequently rests on criteria that can reasonably be debated. 

Ultimately, the better the platlning which precedes zoning, and the more explicit 

the goals of planning, the less opportunity there will be for zoning corruption. 

Neverthe1.~Rs. short of improving the planning process, there are points within' 

the existing zoning system which can well be strengthened in an attempt to curb 

corruption. 
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II THE DEVELOPMENT OF ZONING 

Zoning is by far the most common direct means of regulating land use in 

this country and the one with the longest history. The first comprehensive 

zoning ordinances were introduced by the state of New York in 1916 and were 

encouraged by the u.s. Department of Commerce in 1922 with the preparation of 

the model Standard State Zoning Enabling Act. Since that time every state bas 

passed enabling legislation. 

Although the system has been adopted across the country~ it is by no 

means uniformly practiced. State enabling legislation varies from state to 

state; so do state court decisions affecting zoning. Local municipalities 

write their own ordinances which range from the most rudimentary to the most 

sophisticated. While this system permits a degree of variety and experimentation, 

it makes it impossible to describe the zoning system thoroughly or with any 

assurance that some community will not provide an exception to whatever may be 

considered the prevailing rule. 

It is generally agreed, however~ that the most common form of zoning in 

use today is Euclidean zoning. It is derived from the original model SZEA and 

named after a 1926 U.S. Supreme Court case, Euclid v. Ambler Rea1tY y 'which 

sustained zoning as a valid exercise of the police power and not a compensable 

taking. 

Euclidean zoning theoretically allows for little discretion on the part 

of municipal authorities. It divides land into discrete districts based on use. 

Land uses considered compatible may be assigned to a single district. As 

originally conceived, Euclidean zoning was to be virtually self-administering: 

a particular use would either fit into a zone or not~ and the landowner would 

know exactly what he could do with his land by reading the list of permitted 

uses in the ordinance. Euclidean zoning, thus, is a relatively rigid system. 

Consistent with the Euclidean zoning ordinance's predilection for 

orderly classification are the additional requirements in a typical ordi

nance laid down for building. Within each use district, height, setback, 

yard sizes, and other physical requirements are prescribed in advance of 

development. Little room is left for contributions on the part of the builder 

which will affect either the placement or the appearance of structures. Regu

lations are usually uniform in all districts zoned for the same use. 
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Most American. communities today recognize the importance of planning and 

so~ form of zoning as an implementing tool. Almost all of these communities. 

have based their zoning ordinances on orderly "Euclideanfl categories. Ameri

can day-to-dayzoning consistently supports the separation of residential~ 

commercial and industrial uses into discrete areas. 

The gap between the rational and ultimately static Euclidean theory 

of zoning and the demands of actual practice, however, is obvious. Zoning 

ordinances cannot possibly cover each and every case, nor can they be de

signed to foresee the economic and social changes which affect the use of 

land. Even from its inception zoning ordinances had to provide a means of 

adjusting individual land use assignments which might be considered unfair or 

arbitrary. 

Three standard means of introducing a degree of flexibility into the 

zoning ordinance short of a comprehensive rezoning are still widely used as 

the basis for change: 

G Parcel rezoning--Adjustments to the basic zoning use districts on 
a case-by-case basis are provided for through set procedures 
which traditionally required a ruling by the legislature. Recent 
com~t opinions, however, have suggested this procedure is more 
properly an administratiVe function. 

s Variances--A property owner may be granted relief from physical 
restrictions of the zoning ordinance when, because of a particu
lar physical surrounding, shape, or topographical condition of his 
property, compliance would result in a unique hardship upon the 
owner. 

• Special use permits--This device allows additional uses into a 
district when they meet conditions stipulated in the zoning ordi
nance. These permits are intended as a means of exerciSing control 
over certain exceptional or unusual uses of land and buildings such 
as hospitals and cemeteries, which are not likely to occur with 
any frequency, but which may be potentially troublesome if not 
controlled in advance by some form of review. 

Theoretically, all three of these techniques--rezonings, variances, and 

special use permits--were intended to operate within the constraints 

of preset criteria that would be used to judge their appropriateness. But 

as they have actually operated, this has not been the case. Numerous 

court cases testify to the misunderstandings these common procedures are 
, 

subject to. These techniques are often not understood by citizens, some-

times not by the boards and councils granting them, and in a few cases 

perhaps not by the courts themselves. 
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It turned out to be almost impossible to set criteria to handle the multipli

city of circumstances involved in any individual land use case. The desired 

flexibility has come to depend more and more frequently on the discretion and 

good judgment of the granting body. 

In addition to the traditional ways of adjusting Euclidean zoning, and 

in part to remedy its shortcomings in providing some degree of flexibility, 

new forms of zoning were developed tha t extended the range of possible land 

uses and building requirements available to the developer within a given dis

trict. These techniques can be classified into three types: performance 

standaru$ zoning, incentive zoning, and negotiated zo~ing. All three generally 

operate Simultaneously with an underlying Euclidean system and allow the' community 

to adapt its basic pRttern of districts when it sees fit. As with the older 

appeal techniques. these too have tended to increase the discretionary pn,:~er 

of the individuals administering them. 

Performance standard zoning, as it was originally conceived, was inten-

ded to operate with as little discretion as Euclidean zoning. Instead of 

specifying uses for a particular district, the community was to set minimum 

measurable standards for development within each zone. The intention was to 

regulate the impacts of uses within a district rather than the uses themselves. 

For example, unde-.r performance standard zoning a nonpolluting industry would 

have a wider rauge of districts in which it might locate than an industry that 

caused serious problems with air pollution1 noise, glare, or traffic. In prac

tice, however, mallY of these systems cannot translate their standards into strict 

numerical measures and it is up to the zoning administrator to determine 

whether a particular proposal conforms or not. 

Incentive zoning is a system under which developers are given bonuses in 

exchange for providing public benefits that the cownunity feels are desirable. 

Higher permitted densities or floor area ratios, reduction in parking require

ments, or special street arrangements are given to the developer by the muni

cipality in exchange for such amenities.as plazas, desired site design, or 

access to transit stops. While some cities have attempted to deSign an expli

cit point system in order to remove the element of discretion on the part of 

the zoning administrator, the communities that have used incentives most ef

fectively have found that ordinances needed to be open-ended so that an ex

change could be negotiated on a case-by-case basis. 
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The term "negotiated zoning" has come finally to cover a whole cluster 

of techniques. Contractzoning t site plan review, floating zones and planned 

unit development are some of these techniques. As their name indicates, these 

techniques allow the greatest flexibility to the individual developer. They 

all-provide, within the zoning ordinance, broad outlines of procedures the 

conmllnity will use in making decisions about land, but they leave the 

specific details until an actual proposal is on the table. 

Most of the flexible techniques have been promulgated and encouraged by 

planners, lawyers, consultants, and th~ir professional organizations during the 

past 20 years. Their popularity is due, at least in part, to their apparent 

success. Developments in areas as diverse as Reston. Virginia, the Greenwich 

Street District in New York,. and rural Northampton County, Virginia could not 

have been accomplished \V'ithout the techniques tha t permitted the community 

to exerc.ise discretion in negotiating zoning. 

Thus, current zoning reflects on the one hand. a desire to lay down ra

tional and dependable rules in advance of land dev€:lopme:'!t and on the other 

hand, the need for leeway to respond to changing demands. The growing nttmber 

of methods which finally rest on the judgment of the individuals administering 

the laws attest to the strength of the latter trend. 

Numerous commentators on zoni~g, however, are uncomfortable with the grow

ing amount of discretion permitted. Since zoning corruption occurs at the point 

at which an individual deviation from the general rule is requested, it is 

often assumed that discretion allowed in the administration of zoning adjustment 

is the "cause" of corruption. 

Norman Williams ~ .Ir., for example in his treatise, Ameri~ Plannin& Law, 

quotes with approval the judgment of a tormer leader of Tammany Hall, "The mag

net which attracts corrupters • the natural locus of corruption is a~ways 

where the discretiouary power resides," (1975, footnote, p. 515). Whether in 

fact the tremendous increas~ in the amount of discretionary power has also in

creased corruption is, however, unknown. There has been little empirical re

search in the field of zoning. It is just as likely a hypothesis that the 

amount of corruption j.s related to periods of rapid economic expans1.on, such 

aathe 19208 and the 19508, as it is to the particular system in use. 

Although examination of the zoning system indicates that discretionary 

practices are increasing, analysis of the roots of corruption in the system do 

not lead us·, to identify discre,tion eer ~ as the source of corruption. 
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III THE PROBLEMS 

The ultimate value of zoning is not our present concern. The compli

cated system has its proponents and its detractors ~nd has been tinkered with 

and adjusted to accomplish any number of purposes. Our intention is "to sort 

out of the numerous arguments for and against the zoning system as a whole, 

those 'vhich bear most directly on its apparent susceJltibility to bribery 

and other forms of corrurtion, and to examine a number of the most commonly 

proposed remedies. 

The problems which are believed to give rise to corruption in zoning 

represent a wide range of generality. These problems may be broadly categor

ized as rela ting to secrecy and lack of accountability, increasing com

plexity of administrative proc~dures, lack of standards, and land speculation. 

Secrecy and Lack of Accountability 

~fuen the basis of ~ zoning decision is not clear, when standards are nvt 

explicit and records of hearings not available, the situation is clearly ripe 

for corruption. Such a situation often prevails when a "parcellt or small 

tract rezoning is applied for. These are the cases which inv~lve an indivi

dual lando\mer or developer asking for a particular change from the existing 

ordinan(!e. The process by which a rezoning is achieved contributes to the 

problems which often accompany this procedure. 

The legislative and administrative roles have often been badly taGgled 

in dealing with rezonings. Theoretically, legislative bodies must deal with 

the general C;lse and not the particular; that is, legislatures must make policy, 

and administrative bodies Must apply that policy to individual cases. It is 

clear, however:-~ that in the practice of zoning, no such separation prevails. 

Legislatures have constantly involved themselves in the details of individual 

cases, and adminstrators find that they are making essential policy decisions 

without any p('llicy~based criteria to gu~<1~ them. 

The blurring of the distinction between the proper legislative and 

administrative roles has direct im?lications for corruption: the standards 

that legally apply in the conduct of legislative procedures differ markedly 

from those that apply to administrative procedures. Legislative bodies;t 

in general, tend to be insensitive to due process rights, and a verbatim 
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record containing justification f9r legislative decision is not required 

of such bodies. Actions classed as legislative are subject to a more 

limited judicial review than actions classed as administrative or quasi

judicial. In legal terms if a decision is considered "fairly debatable", 

the decision made by a legislative body will prevail over others. 

An action classed as administrative, or quasi-judicial, however, 

is scrutinized more strictly. A judicial r~view of such a decision must 

be based upon a full record of the procedures. Evidence supporting an 

administrative decision must be contained in the record. Parties to a 

contested land use decision have a good chance of establishing that an 

administrative finding is "arbitrary, unreasonable~ or capricious" on 

the strength of evidence; a legislative action, however is much more 

difficult to contest. Therefore, the classification of a land use de

ciSion as legislative or administrative can be of considerably more than 

theoretical importance to the landowner. 

Even when no judicial review of a particular case is involved, the 

legislative/administrative muddle can contribute to corruption. A com

prehensive rezoning made by a legislative body can expect tv be thorough

ly debated and standards will usually have to be stated, but parcel-by 

parcel decisions, when made by legislative bodies are seldom scrutinized, 

and are usually questioned only when aroused citizen groups or the press 

checks on actions they have reason to question. Administrative agencies, 

can at the least, institute regular auditing and re'.riew systems within the 

bureaucratic hierarchy to attempt to ensure accurate and honest decision

making. 

Although careful separation of powers may not provide all the answers, 

it appears to offer a way to begin. 

Increasing Comple,:ity of Ad!Uinistra tive Procedures 

Even when there is no '~I""lnfusion between the proper roles of the 

legislative and the administrative bodies, local rules of administration 

themselves are,in general, confused and subject to their own vagaries. 

One zoning board may insist upon a transcribed verbatim record 
of ••• proceedings, another board may be content with a pro 
forma record. Some administer oaths, other do not. In some 
instances it is hard to distinguish the attorney f~om the wit
nesses •••• In one town the unverified petition of neighbor
hoods is the principal basis for decision-making; down the pike 
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no value is attached to the petition~ In one community the 
applicant has a chance to croas examine the planner ••• in 
another the planner's opinions are not available to the appli
cant ••• The casual attitude among local boards toward the 
content of the required 'findings of fact' is notorious. 

(Babcock, 1966, p. 155) 

Fragmented and Time-Consuming Procedure$ 

Zoning administration has always tended to be fragmented. <:Recent attempts 

to introduce flexibility into zoning have accelerated this tendency: dis

cretionary powers are now scattered over a vast array of bodies and boards. 

It would not be uncommon for final decisions about land use to reside in any of 

the following places in one community: the city council, the zoning board 

of appeals, the planning commission, the planning director, the site plan 

review committee, the architectural review committee, and the zoning ad

ministrator or the building department. There are, of course, appeal 

procedures to the courts if a person feels that he has been unfairly 

treated by any of these bodies: the courts then will represent still 

another level of personnel. 

The elaborate permitting procedures .that have grown up in relation 

to land use have contributed to the number of persons making zoning de

cisions. Much of this expansion of permit procedures is due to increased 

state and Federal involvement in local land use deCiSions, but local 

governments have contributed to it as well. 

Too few people involved at certain points in the complicated deci

sion-making process may be as troublesome as too many. Even tflough large

scale developments are likely to engage many actors, some key decisions 

may still remain under the control of one or two individuals~ This situ

ation gives rise to a further set of problems. A permit granted by a 

single building inspector or structural engineer can escape the scrutiny 

of the ineVitable review board. Long tenure in a vulnerable job coupled 

with inadequatE:institutwnal means of supervi.sion may lead to abuse. 

The proliferation of boards is refieci:edin theamQ 1J.Ilt_ of time it 

has come to take to make land use deciSions in the past ten years. Just 

as elaborate permitting procedures demand increased personnel, they in

e'ITi tably demand increased time. While it is impossible to figure the 
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exact amounts of time involved, experts have estimated, for example, that 

a PUD will take 6 to 8 months longer to process than the standard .subdivi

sion··-and the general trend has been in this direction, as local govern

ments require more and more private development to go through such processes 

as site plan revie~" or impact analysis. 

Time bears a special relationship to land use corruption. With lo

cal zoning controls, none of the review and permit procedures can begin 

until the deve-loper has accumulated the land <md has a concrete proposal 

on the desk. Consequently, time is money. The developer must can'y the 

land investment plus the front-end costs of the nr~essary eG~ineering and 

design studies until the decision has been made and he can start building. 

There are, therefore, powerful incentives for him tonse bribery as a 

means of making the process work as rapidly and efficiently as possible. 

Political scientist S.J. Makielski, Jr. describes the likely results 

of the typical situation: 

The system .•. is sufficiently complicated to permit a wide 
range of pressure points for those either attempting to influ
ence or circumvent the zoning law, but if it is further realized 
that fe\v of these agencies are monolithic, then the possibilities, 
multiply. Planning C(il[uIiissions, councils, boards of appeal are 
not single units, (': • .-h has more than nne mno sitting on them. 
Pressure c:-tn be brought to bear on any of the p';'(1pl e who are on 

. these ... boards. Winning a friend on just ane level can re
present an important, even 11 key, political advanl,:.age. The ef
fect is to maximize th(, opportunities for cotruptLm. 

(Makielskir Jr., 1967, p. 18). 

Variability of Administrat~Y1r SkUls 

TIle number of decisionmakers is further complicated by the variety 

of skills brought to the work. Board members exhibit a vast range of back

grounds and abilities. Hnny boards are filled with citizens volunteering 

their time. and many appointments to boards may be more closely related to 

political connections than ability to administer land use controls. Con

sequently, v:that may appear as a bought decision, may in fact be a mistaken 

or cotlfused decision. The situnt ion. makes it particularly difficult to 

attempt to keep tabs on the quality of decisions or to hold the system 

in some way accountable. 

The lay b('lardmember. furthermore. when faced 'l1ith a complex problem. 

is often unwilling to commit himself and abdicates to what he considers to 

be the- superior knowledge of the expert. Decisions requiring particular 
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expertise or demanding strict adherence to proper procedures place a high 

premium on the opinions of board members possessing special political or 

technical skills. The contributions that the laYIllan is supposed to bring 

to a board often give way to the educated judgments of a lawyer or engineer 

in a particular situation. If expert decisions are lost to too ill-informed 

a board, opportunity for public oversight may be closed off by too profes

sional a board. 

More people--taking more time--to make increasingly technical decisions:,.. 

are all part of at:angled problem which seeM:; to recede from the public un

derstanding. The very complexity of the system is the problem itself. The 

public doesn't follow what is happening, and is only dimly aware of how it 

may intercede in a system which appears to be too arcane for it to care. 

It is a situation that offers rich possibilHies for secret deals,' exchange 

of money under the table and public response only when one's oW'n backyard 

-is-in,,ol ved • 

~ of Standards 

Legally, zoning rests ou th~ basic power of the state to enact legis

lation protecting "the public health ~ safety, morals ,'loci general welfare of 

its citizens." That broad phraae--the general we1fare--is used to justify 

a variety of questionable activities. The concep.t generates volumes of 

explanation and considerable confusion. Th.e authors of The Text of a Model 

Zonin~ Ord~nance~ for example, identify thel problem: 

Sadly, but not surprisingly, ionii.1g regulations sometimeS use 
the phrases 'public interest,' 'public purpose, t or ipublic 
welfare' to cover personal prejudice, gt:eedJor inter/?st. 
Zoning ha.!!, been used to l1'J.dr~h6o.s:i.ngas expensive as possible 
in order 1':0 maximi~e" 'tax return, to cut down the number of chil
dren in or"iel: to'ke.\ep school costs low, to keep out small houses, 
and so f9rth. 

(Bair and Bartley, 1966, p. 9) 

Thea,uthors go on, however, to confound the confusion. "When used for 

such purposes, zoning can scarcely be said to be 'reasonable ' .• " Yes or no? 
, 

If the public interest is defined, as it sometimes is, as fiscal soundness, 

perhaps the offer~ing zoning may be said to have accomplished its goals. 

If, on the other hand, the public interest demands service to a broad mix 

of the population, then clearly it has failed. The authors, not alone in 

their difficulty, fail to offer any guidance beyond their statement,; "A 

properly drafted zot,\ing ordinance, correctly administered, and based on 
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demonstrable public interest is impossible to attack ill court " (Bair 

and Bartley, 1966, p. 9.) "Demonstrable public interest" remains~ however, 

to be formulated. 

The question of the general welfare is unclear not only concerning 

the bound~;ies between public and private welfare but also concerni.ng the 

boundaries between local and region<'!l welfare. For example, the question 

.",r "general welfare" keeps recllrring and arises with great force in recent 

years in respect to the q'lestion of whether local governments have an 

obligation to act affirmativ~ly to serve the needs of broad gn)Ups in the 

population~or groups from a larger geographic area than the strictly 

local municipality. 

Williams sums up the probl.em '117ith the statemeut of an Ohio court 

referring to the general welfare--HWhat sins have been committed in thy· 

nalile," (1974, p. 286). 

The reSlllts of this p;roblem are. predictable. An enlargement of the 

con,fept of general welfare means that a wider range of issues has been 

broug:.~t:int9 zouing--induding esthetics. historic value's. low-income 

hOUSing, and the need to increase opportunities for minoritypop'u~ations.~ 

Zoning is stretched to protect social. fiscal and etlvironmental goods 

that were not traditionally its goals. As the theory of the public in

ter~st expands. zoning expands. Whether zoning will be able to bear the 

increased burdens placed upon it is, questionable. The collective nef'ds 

of society are increasingly difficult to identify. Numerous interest 

groups on all sides of an issue firmly promote their particular ".QJ\cept 

of the public interest. City councilmen and mayors seek to avoid offen

ding any potentially influential segment of the electorate and refuse to 

make clear cut decisions. The buck is passed to the judiciary to figure 

out the meaning of their noncontroversial compromises and the cou'fts. thus, 

become legislative bodies. 

The "public interest" or "general welfare. 1t as a single concep.t, has 

little meaning" In realfey~-;{t has come to r~present;aset of often unre

lated but_p~lifically necessary compr.{I.~nises. The, inability to define the 

public interest may be acceptable and workab~~;io a democratic society. 

but as .the basis for the system of zoning; it leads inevitably to trouble. 

It is too vague,'tol) ambiguous, to serve as a workable guide for making 

diff.ieult choices between competing claims on the use of a specific piece 
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of land. In the face of standards that appear to be infinitely open to 

interpretation, it is small wonder that an unscrupulous or cynical developer 

feels free to encourage his view of the public interest by tJsifigwhatever 

means:be has at his disposal--including bribing those who finally make 

the crucial decisions affecting his property. 

:/ 

Land SEeculati~ 
Ultimately the root cause of corruption in zoning is land speculation. 

Part of the success of land-use controls in Americ~ might be said to be 

.' accounted for by the fact that they cost the taxpayer nothing, and while 

a private individual may stand to lose hemcty also stand to win even more 

if things work out for him. It appears to be worth the gamble. 'l'he "lottery" 

aspect of zoning has been identified as one of its major de.fects. (Hagman, 

1974, p. 10). 

While speculation based Qncapturing the unearned increment of income 

from land 15 apl:'oaci sp!$cial <ts~ue no·t':UilInediatelY relevant to this dis

cussion, it is land speculation which is at the heart of zoning'corruption. 

The two at'e linked; removal of the ability to get rich on the unearned 

increment associai:ed with land use changes would aiso ~~ni.dVe the incentive 

to speculate on zoning changes. 

Speculation based on the manipulation of government regulation is 

constant throughout the history of zoning. It could be argued that the 

newer, more flexible techniques such as planned unit development would 

tend to reduce speculati.on, since they increase ~he potEmtial supply of 

land for any pa~tlcular use and provide legal methods by which a landowner 

can attempt to realize the increased economic return of his land. However, 

we currently have no evidence that this is true. The flexible techniques 

themsehres may have hidden costs that may counterbalance this effect. 
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IV PROPOSED REFORMS 

The following section discusses a variety of reforms designed to 

reduce the susceptibility of the zoning system to bribery and extortion. 

In analyzing these measure, it is necessary to determine how they directly 

or indirectly address the problems outlined above, how they sort out the 

complex strands of the zoning process, and what, if any, new problems 

these reforms themselves produce. 

The most explicit reforms which affect the potential for corruption 

in land use regulations are those which attempt to simplify and clean up 

the confusion in administrative roles and procedures: This is hardly sur

prising; few people can object to requirements that a fair hearing be pro

vided or that a zoning ordinance and its amendments be kept on record in 

the office of the county clerk. As long as the outcomes of such hearings 

are not prescribed J procedural reforms are politically feasible. The 

more difficult questions involving definition of standards are also ap

proached by states which have mandated comprehensive planning. 

Finally, approaches to the solution of problems arising from land 

speculation have been p.roposed, but these reforms, as we shall indicate, 

are still mostly implicit and local. 

Secrecy and Lack of Accountability: Some Proposed Reforms 

Clarify Administrat~ye and Legislative Roles 

The need to distinguish between the case where the local zoning 

hearing is considered an administrative procedure and the case where it 

is a legislative procedure has been the focus of much recent legal atten

tion. Both the courts and the legislatures agree in principle: atrict 

procedural standards, full records of proceedings, and in some cases 

requiremen.ts that zoning changes be justified by reference to adopted 

plans will result from clear definition of the roles of the legislature 

and the administration and may help thereby to achieve fairness, open

ness and honesty in zoning. Redefinition of appropriate roles represents 

a major trend in current zoning reform. 

Fasano v. Washington County (1973), a case with important implica

tions for the practice of planning in general, highlights the issues 
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involved in procedural reform, and goes far in trying to confront the con, .. 

fusion in definitions and the potential for abuse of the traditional re

zoning procedures. An analysis of the ~ase sheds light on similar reforms 

undertaken in other states (Padrow, Sharpe, and 8u11 ivan, 1975). 

In 1970, the county commissionE'rs of Washington County. a fast growing 

subu~h outside of Portland, Oregon, approved a rezoning application to 

build a mobile home park in a largely single-family neighborhood. The 

decision was appe.qled by neighbors, struck down in the lower courts~ and 

finally reached the Oregon Supreme Court, which upheld the lower courts. 

The Oregon Supn?me Court in its deds ion broke with the traditional view 

of rezoning as a process to be enacted by the local legislature. The 

Fasano decision distinguished between the proper function of legislative 

bodies to make rules of general application, and the function of adminis

trative bodies to apply general rules to specific situations. A parcel 

rezoning, applying as it does to a specific situation. was therefore held 

by the Oregon court to be prl)perl y aquas ijudictal (administrative) pro

cedure. Moreover, as an administrative procedure, (unlike a legislative 

procedure) a rezoning application is subject to strict procedural stan

dards and open to close scrutiny. The tightening up of the procedure 

is the crux of the matter as far as corruption is concerned. 

Having established that rezonings were to be subject to administra

tive review, the Oregon courts went on to establish the procedural rules 

that ~oJere to apply. 

The procedures are strictly regulated as follows: 

" The burden of proof lay on the one seeking the change .... 

• Parties before a 13nd use regulatory body had the following 
rights: 

- Notice and an opportunity to be heard 

- An opportunity to present and rebut evidence 

- A hearings body free from pre-hearing (ex parte) contacts 
frolm any party to the proceedings 

- A right to a record of the hearings 

- A right to a decision based on findings which appear in the 
record. 

Finally, the court stated that it would require parties (at least 

in rezoning cases) to prove that: 
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• The application conformed to the local comprehensive plan. 

• The applications conformed to the appropriate land use enabling 
legislation. 

• There was public need for the proposed use. 

• The public need was best served by enacting the specific applica
tion under consideration. 

Subsequent opinions stated that the Fasano ruling applied also to applica

tions for special use permits, variances, and subdivision ordinances. 

A statement accompanying the Fasano decision recognizes the corrup

tion attending many rezoning~pplications: 
, ."*': <.,~-, 

Having weighed the dange1:'s' cE,f}.~!!.:i.ng desirable change more 
difficult against the dangers of the almost irresistible 
pressures that can be asserted by private economic interest 
on local government, we believe that the latter dangers are 
more to be feared. 

(Padrow, Sharpe, and Sullivan, 1975, p. 8) 

Regularizing the appeals process~ providing due process, and requiring 

appeal boards to be able to justify their discretionary decisions from 

the public record appeared to be a reasonable way to meet part of the 

problem. 

The effects of the Fasano decision in Oregon were examined in the 

fall of 1973, by a questionnaire sent to the chairpersons of all the boards 

of county commissioners and mayors of all the major cities in the state. 

The responses indicated both problems and successes in implementing the 

Fasano decision at that time, 

The urban centers reported more commitment to developing the required 

procedures than the small towns. Small jurisdictions felt that an overly 

legalistic approach to hearings might be the eventual result of the Fasano 

decision, with impeded communication~ more meetings, and a declining interest 

in public affairs among the citizens. 

The prohibition of all pre-hearing contacts was also hard to evaluate. 

The intention of this rule was admirable. It was meant to discourage the 

frowned-upon tactic of taking a member of the regulatory body 
to dinner to 'explain' a project, or entering into informal 
discussions in various offices or telephone calls I from a 
friend of a friend' threatening electional retribution for a 
'wrong action. I . 

(Padrow, Sharpe, and Sullivan, 1975, p. 8) 
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Nevertheless, it appeared to be extremely difficult to minimize prehearing 

information exchanges in smaller jurisdictions; people tend to know about 

each other people's business. One option suggested to remedy this situa

tion is the requirement that all contacts be reflected in the hearing re

cord. How the courts can or will interpret whether or not an official was 

knowingly influenced is problematic. 

Some elected officials, however, felt that they had been delivered 

from a great burden by the Fasano decision. The courts, in essence, had 

removed their planning activities from the enormous pressures that powerful, 

though not universally scrupulous, groups can bring to bear on elected 

offici.al fl. 

Although the Oregon courts define the nature of the proceedings, 

they do not address themselves specifically to the question of what bodX 

should properly hear requests fo= rezoning--the legislative or administra

tive. A 1975 state law, however, subse~uent to the Fasano decision, per

mits planning and zoning officials to increase their use of hearing officers 

and gives them authority to hear applications for zoning changes. Cities 

are also given the authority to prescribe the manner of zoning changes, 

possibly by means other than an ordinance formally adopted by the city 

council. The implication is that Oregon at least is willing to move some 

types of rezonings entirely out of the local legislature. 

The Model Land Development Code adopted in May 1976 by the American 

Law Institute (ALI) and the draft report of the American Bar Association 

(ABA) Commission on Housing and Urban Growth continue to focus on disen

tangling the administrative and legislative roles. The ALI handles the 

confusion of roles between the legislative and administrative bodies in 

a slightly different manner from Fasano. 

According to the ALI analysis, it is possible to differentiate be

tween the role of the local legislature when it is passing general laws 

and the same legislature's role when it is hearing and passing on individual 

petitions. Procedural standards which do not apply in the one case can be 

required in the other. 

Thus, the ALI code retains the power to hear requests for rezoning 

in the legislatures, but defines the rezoning roles of the legislature in 

a special way_ The ALI restricts the ability of th'e local legislature to 
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as "snccial m.lcnJments." These rezonings are still adopted by the l~gis

lature on recommendations from the land development agency, but they carry 

with them the same safeguards of hearings and notice in administrative law 

that are required for other special permits. The ALI Code gives the legisla

ture authority to approve or reject recommendations of the land use agency 

concerning the adoption of special amendments, but: 

The action of the governing body no longer carries with it an 
almost automatic presumption of validity • . • it is treated 
• . • as an administrative decision that must be supported by 
findings of fact and rea.son; and therefore • • . may be chal
lenged in court on less than constitutio';,1al grounds. 

(ALl, 1976, p. 96) 

Like the Fasano decision, the effect of the ALI Code is to change 

significantly local government procedures and rules for administering 

land use controls. In commenting on the new ALI Code, Timothy Hartzer, 

former assistant director of the ABA commission, expresses the ABA's agree

ment: 

These local land use ('hange actions ought not be be character
ized any longer as some sort of full-blown legislative process 
and, therefore, given a presumption of validity in judicial re
view, with very little inclination to look behind the decisions 
to the reasons that have gone into them. If you do characterize 
a rezoning or any other individual request for change as quasi
Judicial or administrative, then you can begin to look at the. 
essential due process and focus more on the record made at the 
loca 1 level. 

Despite the belief that tighteni.ng up procedures for land use change 

is a positive step, reservations were expressed. For example, it was sug .... 

gested that while the ne':,' procedures might relieve the pressures on local 

officials to respond to individual constituents, the procedures might also 

limit the ability of a legislator to respond to constituents (Einsweiler, in 

Mandelker et a1., 1977, pp. 7, 10). Some reservations are based on the be

lief that new administrat ive procedures will favor the develope:r who can 

afford to prepare a strong cas~ for the record. Provisions for a planning 

agency, or a consumer advocate to testify might need to be built into 

local zoning hearings. (In fact a zoning advocate for the public is already 

in use in New Jersey. Such an advocate position might be developed to 

represent local neighborhood, regional, or state interests, or alternatively 

to represent interests divided along functional lines.) 
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A number of questions were raised about the burdens that the tight 

new administrative procedures will place upon the untrained citizen who 

is party to a rezoning petition. Laymen will have to know the rules of 

the game and the chairperson conducting the hearing will have to be skilled 

in eliciting orderly testimony. Hartzer of the ABA, though generally ap

proving of the reforms, raises some of the issues in commenting on the 

new ALI Code: 

It seems that if you really get serious about these adminis
strative reforms, particularly, in an area where a lot of devel
opment activity is taking place, you find ••. that the plan
ning commission or city council is not capable of or interested 
in devoting the time and energy to this process, The next logical 
step may be the administrative hearing examiner approach, but it is 
just not realistic for small towns to initiate a hearing examiner. 
You are talking about too much money. 

(Mandelker et al., 1977, p. 11) 

Robert Einsweiler of the University of Minnesota sur.:J up his comments on 

the administrative reforms: "I would put in two plus.'1s for the lawyers-

the administrative process and hearings are certainly going to guarantee 

a lot of work." (p. 8). 

Thus, while the clarification of procedures and the application of 

due process to zoning can be applauded, there are drawbacks. The reforms 

may make the rezoning process more .difficult for applicants and increas~~ 

the time and expense of preparing a case. The Fasano decision has been 

seen by some as a first step toward placing all zoning matters before 

the courts. If this does prove to be so, it may be necessary for those 

who take part in a zoning hearing to be protected not only by due process, 

but also by the availability of legal assistance. While proponents of 

the reforms argue that strict procedures based on good standards may help 

to avoid more lawyers in the long run, opponents argue that public involve

ment and public scrutiny may be diminished by too strict requirements, the 

new procedures may discourage citizen involvement, and citizens may eventu

ally hesitate to testify at all. With all of its weaknesses, current zoning 

hearings and review are accessible to interested citizens, and it is not 

uncommon for planning commission meetings or city council meetings to be 

packed with citizens, anxious to state their opinions on controversial 

cases. One commentator on land use controls sees these meetings as one 

of the last bastions of town meeting democracy; a place where the individual, 
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if he or she wishes, can have direct influence on the decisions made by the 

government (Perin, 1975). However muddled and confusing this process becomes 

at times, the argument runs. it is healthy. The belief in citizens having 

power over the decisions that effect their immediate neighborhoods has, in 

fact, led to suggestions that certain classes of land controls should be 

decentralized even more than currently (See p.28 supra). The important point 

in this regard is that Fasano requirements moved procedures from a casual 

open public meeting format (controlled by Roberts Rules of Order) toward 

th2 mon~ ornate procedures of the courts. It remains to be seen whether 

the new procedures will chill the public interest. 

Related Reforms Increasing Openness 

The definition of a number of zoning procedures as administrative 

rather than legislative concerns goes far in attempting to increase fairness 

and openness. 

A series of Washington State Supreme Court decisions were directed 

to a similar goal. Beginning with a 1969 case, the Washington Court 

ereated the "appearance of fairness" rule out of a need to control pro

cedural abuses at the local zoning level. Briefly, this rule requires 

that land use regulatory proceedings should n0t only be fair, but they 

should also ~lppear to be fair to all parties involved. In 1974, the Wash

iugton Supreme Court extended the rule to cover the legislative act of 

adopting a zoning ordinance. 

A number of new laws applying to a variety of government procedures 

are also attempting to assure openess and fairness. Publicity is their 

theme. Publicity appears to be a powerful means of curbing corruption. 

A vigilant press, better government group, or a well-organized neighbor

hood committeee, has often done a good job of tracking down and exposing 

corruption. Reforms that can aid these independent ,,,atch-dog groups are 

open-meeting laws, financial disclosure laws, freedom of information 

laws, and. conflict of interest laws. 

The most controversial of. these is the financial disclosure law 

for public officials. There has been strong opinion expressed against 

them; they have been called an unnecessary invasion of privacy that would 

lead to the resignation of a significant number of officials and the re

fusal of others to serve; they have been called an insult to the citizen 

who is volunteering his or her time to serve on commission or board. 
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These fears may be unfounded. When Washington State passed such 

legislat 'n thet'e were a few officials who resigned instead of providing 

the infornl .... cion. People involved in public action may rightfully be ex

pected to operate under conditions different from those they would meet 

in private business, and one of these conditions should be less privacy 

about their finances. The individual certainly has the right to decline 

public involvement if he/she prefers to keep his/her affairs private, but 

there is no evidence that this severely limits the pool of people qualified 

to act in the public interest. 

On the other hand, knowing the various financial connections of a 

public official call certainly aid the private watchdog groups in looking 

for irregularities--particularly in the more complicated schemes where 

bribery comes through some other payment than cash. Such laws furthermore 

should be an incentive for the honest person to serve in local government. 

The honest public officials have less fear of being tainted by corrupt 

people around them if their dealings are in order and are a part of the 

public record. 

Sunshine laws, and conflict of interest laws complement the finan

cial disclosure laws. The financial disclosure laws provide access to 

the personal background of the public officials; the sunshine laws pro·~ 

vide access to the actual activities and actions of those offi~ials. These 

laws are much more controversial in the area of personnel methods and 

labor negotiations than they are with zoning matters. Certainly with the 

increasing negotiation in zoning, there are distinct ddvantages to having 

this process going on in the open where it can be watched by outside groups. 

One difficulty local governments have with these la~.,s is the problem of 

determining what constitutes a meeting. For example, there is some concern 

that these laws will limit the useful exchange between developer and planning 

personnel when the developer initiates discussion about a potential pro

gram or when a planning director talks to a commissioner on a one-to-one 

basis. It is l1!llikely that open meeting laws will affect these practices, 

and it is in the one-to-one encounters where deals "are likely to be made. 

However, if ther~ are open meetings subsequently the process can be better 

scrutinized. A second problem is the fear that disruptive members of the 

press or citizenry can seriously hinder the efficient running of local 
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government by misunderstanding or misinterpreting what has gone on in the 

negotiations. This is a serious problem, but appears to be inevitable in 

a democracy. And finally, there is the belief that negotiations can pr~

ceed best in the smoke-filled room with closed doors where the individual 

can say what he "really thinks" without fear or having it all over town. 

Howeve~, that style of negotiating leads to the exact problem this paper 

is dealing with and should be discouraged anyway. 

Proposed "sunset" laws are another approach to general public account

ability which can be used to good effect in connection with land use control 

agencies. Under such laws, public agencies must submit reports at given 

intervals justifying their funding and programs • Failure to live up to 

certain standards will result in the agency's funds being drastically cut 

or their programs being abolished. The burden is on the agency. The State 

of Colorado has passed such legislation. 

Although these laws do not directly attack the problem of zoning 

corruption, they are important in aiding public scrutiny of the system. 

Other possible sources of scrutiny are ethics boards. These are 

occasionally established when governments adopt codes of ethics for their 

public officials. The boards can either be made up of members of the 

government itself or be blue-ribbon boards. The primary function of these 

boards is to give advisory opinions to local officials concerning possi

ble conflicts of interest, but some are3.1!lso empowered to investigate 
---.~ 

corruption and recommend criminal proceedings. These boards or committees 

have been notoriously weak at all levels of government--Federal, state, 

and local. A vigorous public prosecutor has been a more likely source of 

action. 

Increasing Complexity of Administrative Procedures: 
Proposed Reforms 

There have been numerous proposals for reform that are less far

reaching than those proposed above. These generally represent a piece

meal apprQi:l:ch to the problems of zo."ing corruption, but they cannot be 

overlooked; any major overhaul of our land regulatory system is likely 
.~~ ;I'; 

ti)':be slow and evolutionary • 

As we have indicated, the growing number of requests for opert-ended 

decisions has begun to constitute a tremendous burden on both the time 
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and knowledge of the granting bodies, Many of the new Ilt!XU)l.t:: zO(Jl.ng 

ordinances, such as those covering floating and overlay zones~ planned 

unit developments and various forms of incentive require special permits 

or rezonings. Developers find that their applications may take an in

ordinate number of daYB- to process. A corrupt official can ~::ft~'\he threat 

of delay or the demand f,'" more information as the pr.essure for money or 

favors; he does not need to sell his vote. Particular problems that these 

reforms, individually or together, are designed to alleviate are the in

creasing amount of time and complex information required in processing 

a development application. 

The Hearing'E~am!ner 

In an attempt to meet their obligations, p few communities in the 

1960s instituted professional zoning-administrators to decide variances, 

certain special uses, and in one jurisdiction,cert8iin property reclassi

fications. Most of these administrators were charged with enforcement of 

the ordinances as well. 

A further development of this role has resulted in c.ommunities in

stituting the office of zoning hearing examiner who in some cases may have 

the power to decide minor appeals. In 1975, eleven communities had dele- ," 

gated some of the responsibilities of the zoning boards, planning commis

sions, and councils to these officials. The duties and powers of the hearing 

examiners vary. While all zoning hearing examiners conduct public hear

ings in a quasi-judicial manner and enter written findings based on the 

record established at the hearings, some issue variances and special 

lIses. or decide parcel rezonings, while others only make a recommenda-

tion to the local legislative body, No hearing examiner is assigned 

enforcement responsibilities While most zoning administrators are. 

It is clear that the establishment of the office of hearing examiner 

is a response not only to increasing number and complexity of requests 

for zoning changes, but is in part a response to court decisions such as 

Fasano. which require professional~reatment of applications for rezonings, 

variances and special use permits according to strict rules. The zoning 

hearing examiner provides a way of meeting procedural guidelines suggested 

by court rulings.. It is no coincidence that nine of the eleven zoning 
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hearing examiners systems in existence in 1975 are located in tbethree 

states where the court has demanded such high procedural standards-

Maryland, Washington, and Oregon. 

Given the incr~asingoc01l1plexity of regulations, professiona~izing 

the hearing process <3ppears to be inevitable. If it indeed cuts down the 
-"-:'"_' 

time developers must wait for their applications to be pr6cessed' andcu:etit\ > 

through the confusion and inaccuracy attending the deliberations of a 

number of ill-informed citizens, then it can be said to be a reasonable 

step toward curbing corruption. Professionalism. however, is no guarantee 

of honesty. While the muddle of too many cooks involved in the hearing 

process may make pressure tactics hard to discern, the vulnerability of 

one decision maker working alone is equally high. Even those examiners 

whose responsibility is limited to making recommendation to a legislative 

body have tremendous potential power to influence the direction of a 

decis,ion. Some communities have rejected the idea of the zoning adminis-

"trator or the zoning hearing examiner precisely because the~ were having 

problems with zoning corruption. In one community, it was the opinion 

of the public officials concerned about the corruption problem that a 

position such as a zoning administrator with delegated power tahear and 

in some cases decide zoning cases would eapily be captured by corrupt 

forces. They feared a "zoning czar. 1t They felt strategically that they 

were better off with a system that involved as many people as possible; 

they had a better ~~aricc if the honest were mixed up with dishonest so 

that they could yell foul when something happened. 

As these systems have been developed in practice, both the claims 

that they are an answer to corruption problems and the fears of the 

l·zoning czar~" are overstatements. The primary goal of these, positions 

is to free the planning commission and the city council from the time

consuming process of holding public hearings;t1i.e elected and the appointed' 

bodies have kept the essential power in their own hands. A zoning agmin

istrator or a zoning hearing examiner does help, and sufficient s<!iteguards 

can be provicled. The work of the hea;i~g examiner canoe monitored bY~.,"> 
periodic review by the planning commission or another appr.:>priatebody. 

Likewise, establishing a fixed term, such as four years, anda.dowing 

removal only for "just cause" can avoid even the appearance of political 

pressure. 
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The' Land De~;elopment Task Force 

In.·response,to the criticism that the review procedure for land 

use decisions is inordinately long and tangled~ some communities have 

established land d~velopment ta~$k f~rces composed of the p] anning direc

tor and the heads of th~ othe~ line agencies which must review develop-

me1)F:proposals. Once a proposal has been submitted, it goes directly to 

all of the relevant offices, and then the task force meets and makes one 

joint recommendation on the proposal. This structure makes one agency, 

gener!:lly the planning department, responsibl~ for collecting the neces

sary data and forms from the developer, for making sure that all the 

necessary parties have reviewed the proposal, and for returning the final 

decision or suggestions for modification to the developer. As the hear-

ing examiner streamlines the public hearing aspect of zoning administX'a.ti~rt, 

this pr'Ocedure streamlines the internal review for governmental agencies. 

The task force approach relieves the developer of the job of approaching 

each department individually and thus reduces the chancespf a single 

individual extorting money by simply holding the pr9posal. Likewise 

with all the departments presenting their arguments in a joint meeting, 

more checks and balances are provided by exposing t~eoperations of on~ 

department to the scrutiny of others. 

The land d~velopment task force represents the easiest and most prac

tical of the suggestions for streamlining the permitting process--"one step 

permit shopping." Along these lines, the new ALI Code proposes a State 

Land Planning Agency to publish and make available information from local 

governments and state agencies concerning develcrpment requiring loea.! 

permits, to set up a joint hearing process and even to set time limits within 

which decisions must be made (ALI, 1966~ pp. 100-108). 

Another suggestion has been to ptJt: all review functions into a 

separate agency, a land development agency. The zoningadmLTti:strat~on 

would be taken out of the planning department and the review procedures 

out of the public works. fire, and health departments, and centralized 

into one land development agency,which will include other bodies such as 

boards of education. and building departments. This suggestion is im-;

practical for all except the largest cities; in addition it splits the 

review function from the other ongoing programs of the line agencies, and 

thus undermines part of the reason for their review in the first place. 
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Clarifying Administrative Procedures in the Ordinance 

Another reform that has helped alle~iate some of the difficulties 

:(n administration that give rise to bribery is the simple clarification of 

the procedures in the zoning ordinance itself. A well written zOJ),:J.ng-crir-

dinane€' will specif :Leally outline the data aud information for which the 

developer. is responsible and that for whic~the government is I"~sponsible. 

It will likewise set a specific mUJ<:l.mum tittle for each step6f/ the process. 

This provides app-;.icants<!?oreknowledge of at least the outer limits that 

the apt-hcation may take, and it gives them~legal basis for complaint 

if the proc~s~it5utiC1uly delayed. 
/ 

The same types of reforms' have also been handled within the govern-

ment administration,," Some communities have developed guidebooks for de

velopers that outline the correct procedures for applications for zoning 

changes,' special use permits, etc. The guidebooks specify the forms and 

da ta that must be submitted at each step fm: the application to be 

processed. Internally, a good administrator can set up his own schedWe. 

for processing that will allow him to know where the aP:fl1j,cation is at 
. ".:.' 

any moment and be able to identify the responsj~ble>iridividual if the appli-

cation is held up. 

Whether legislatt-vely- or administratively imposed, the clarification 
.:> ," 

of!'1dutin:hstrative procedures and schedules helps normalize the process so 

that deviation from good practice can be caught and investigated for possi

b10 corruption. 

Clar\.fying the Zonin8Clrdinances 

Aside from the pra:::.}lems of defining the IIpublic interest" discussed 

earlier in this document, many zoning ordinanceS,_<T~9 unnecessarily vague ,and 

poorly w-r;it1:en.'I;~;;,:!lack standards and criteria where standards and 

criterla are possible; they skip important definitions; they are unneces

sarily complex and inaccessible; or they have been amended, addetd to, and 

changed over the years so that wb~t was once comprehensible and clear 

~ is an impenetrable thicket. Often a community can reduce cortuption by 

simply going to the expense of having its zoning ordinance redrafted. 

Not op..ly can the ordinance be clarified for those administering it, it 

can be written so that it is understandable to the interested citizen-

certainly one aid in encouraging public scrutiny of governmental action. 
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Although :tt is difficult to establish good criteria for development,. 

the peoplewtto draft .ordinances .~s:n do a better job than theyrlo. Classic 

examp.les of inadequacy are, brten provided by PUD ordinances. ASPO' s 

first published guid.1;iloookto PUDs, stated; "It is not possible or even 

de&irableto ~.ave'particularly detailed development standards for PUDs. 

It ianot possible to define 'good' development through regulation" (So, 

Mosena, and Beings, Jr. 1973, p. 57)., .l'h!:fjstatement is true, but many 
" : '. ~,- -'- ~' 

communities have left th~J~,:Yt1tr~ordinances so open-ended that Norman 

Tvilliamshas som~_J~~ification in his accusation of PUDs: "Along with 

the obvious~ssibilities for favoritism alId/or corruption, the establish

ment of sl~iih a system is a step away from government by rule of law) and 

back 'to the system of government by deal" (1975, Vol. II, p~ 231). Govern~ 
",/ 

""menta certainly can do a better job of defining what is negotiable and what 

is not in their PUD ordinances, and they are also_capable of putting bett~~· 

bounds on those items that are negotiable. This is particularly true of 

the density bonuses and other incentives they give developers, and these 

bonus provisions are the items that have been subject to greatest abuse. 

A few s.tates have attempted to regularize the pt'ocess o'i granting 

PUDs by passing special state enabling legislation for PUDs. This cer

tainlywouldhelp establish bounds for some of the more flexible techniques. 

Improvements in the drafting of~oning ordinances can also do some

thing for the much longer standing problems of variances and special ex-

ceptions. 

Some simple ~~fwcms in the varianc~ procedure that has been proposed 

is that application fo:cttls be redesigned to focus attention on the require

ments. Such fotms would provide space for the applicant to enter: the 

nature nf the hardship he believes he is suffering, the basis for the 

applicant's belief that his is a unique hardship, and the basis for the 

applicant's belief that a variance granted to him will not alter the 

charac.ter of the neighborhood. All considerations other than these three 

would be irrelevant. The form on which the Board records its decidons 

should require a statement of the findings under the same three headings. 

Use variances would be prohibited and legislative vat'iances eliminated. 
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Again, in granting spec'ial permits. if abuse of the powers of the 

citizen board is to be avoided, the special uses permitted must be clearly 

spelled out in the ordinance. If such uses cannot be precisely stated 

and the community wishes thera to be granted on such bases as "general 

welfare," these decisions ought to be given to the planning board for its 

consideration. Discretionary authority f0r thiG ~ype of exception ought 

not to be given to an appeals board which lacks staff and experience when 

an agency with such resources exists. 

Another simple proposed reform is the use of a map by the board of 

appeals showing the location of variances and exceptions granted over a 

given period of time. This will serve as a public reminder of the effects 

of their actions and might exercise a restraining influence. A concentra

tion of such symbols in one area can serve to indicate conditions of gen

eral hardship which merit the consideration of the planning commission. 

Review and Supervision 

Both the International City Management Association (lCMA) report 

on corruption and the National Advisory Commisssion on Criminal Justice 

Standards and Goals indicate that corruption in sucp areas as zoning must 

finally be handled by good managers creating the right environmental 

situation for employees: 

Review and supervision still constitute the best environmen
tal contrvls. An employee who is a free agent making deci
sions and taking action independently wi.thout the assistance 
of a team of peers or the regular review and supervision by 
a superior, is especially susceptible to briber),. theft and 
corruption. 

(Murray, 1977, p. 12) 

Murray reporting for leMA suggests the municipal employees who are 

free agents--such as building inspectors--should be rotated in their assign

ments. There are no "free agents" in the staff review of zoning, however. 

It is rare to have one individual on the staff totally responsible for 

staff critiques of land development applications; lower staff prepares 

material on applications and division heads or the planning director re

views it before it is sent to the Commisssion or the IGouncil. It is prob

ably this peer review that makes it unlikely that a llDwer staff member of 
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an agency would be bribed except with a turkey at Christmas or a box or 

candy on Valentine's day. The problem is much more with the managerial 

levels. 

In their discussion of zoning, licensing, and tax assessment, the 

Advisory Commission states: "Regular audits by external agencies would 

go a long way toward protecting the public from venal public officials 

and their private corruptors" (National Advisory Commission on Criminal 

Justice Standards and Goals, 1973, p.258). The commission doe~ not ela

borate on this suggestion, and it is easier to imagine how such .:'in audit 

would work for tax assessment than for permitting and zoning procedures. 

Now state and Federal law enforcement officers become involved only if 

there are serious allegations of corruption, but it would be possible for 

states, if they felt the problem significant, to devote resources to 

having staff specifically look for these problems. 

Designation of Zoning Decisions Along Political 
!Q& Technical Lines 

Every proposed refoInl seems to generate a new problem. Regular

izing procedures for hearings makes the process more legalistic and 

takes it out of the hands of the laymen; establishing technical per

formance standards puts the engineers in charge instead of the neighbors. 

What appears to be desired is a combination of technical expertise and 

political responsibility. Various proposed zoning reforms try to achieve 

this combination. One such plan would entrust the initial decisions to 

an expert followed by review by an appointed or elected lay board; another 

arrangement would take the opposite tack and provide ultimate review of 

the decisions of a lay board by a state board ~f experts. It is clear 

that neither the technical nor the political dimension can be safely ig

nored (Harvard Law Review. 1969). 

The Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations feels that 

the burden and responsibility of land use decisions should always be with 

elected and publicly accounta}le officials (p. 258). This has always been 

one argument for going to an elected executive style of local government 

and doing away with the commission and boards. If the chief executive 
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were responsible for zoning administration, he or she could be held ac

countable at election time for any corruption in his regime. However, the 

current appointment systems have checks and balances in them, and there 

is no reason that the elected officials cannot be held accountable. It 

is much more a function of whether candidates or citizenry make zoning 

cornlption a part of the electoral process than which style of government 

is chosen. 

A few cities have experimented with decentralizing the zoning function 

as a way of ensuring sensitivity to political concerns, permitting cases 

involving purely local issues to be decided by an elected board- represent

ing a ward, or a neighborhood, for example, rather than an entire city. 

The responsibility for honest administration of land use controls is kept 

close to the public. 

While some shift of functions down to the neighborhood has taken place, 

it is clear that decisions involving technical considerations have not fol

lowed this course and have increasingly been shifted in the opposite direc

tion. In some states, metropolitan county and regional agencies have been 

granted power to overrule, or regulate land-use development decisions of 

municipal governments. States have reserved for themselves new land use 

control powers, of shorelines, for example, or industrial development. 

Thus while providing more direct contribution from citizens for some kinds 

of zoning decisions at the neighborhood level, regional authorities with 

po~.,er to revi.ew appeals have been found to be necessary, primarily to pro

tect systems of a technical nature at other levels. 

It is likely that delineation between those cases which are essentially 

local and responsive to political solutions, ~nd those which are of regional 

and state impact and responsive to technical solutions, will continue to be 

made particularly because of pressure from the Federal government. Federal 

programs covering hospitals, airports, sewage disposal, air, and water pol

lution, for example, cannot be expected to rest on purely local considera

tions; some coordination of programs will be required. 
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Lack of Standards: Proposed Refo~ 

Aside from numerous reforms directed at clarifying and opening up 

the administrative procedures of zoning, some attempt has been made to 

strengthen the policy bases of zoning by requiring that standards be set 

through a legally adopted plan. Legislative authority to set standards 

cannot be delegated to any other body. If, as has been proposed, parcel 

rezonings are to be carried out by administrative bodies, then the burden 

on the local legislatures to set advance standards is unmistakably clear. 

Theoretically, explicit statements of policy prepared by a responsible 

legislative body will go far to avoid the ambiguous situations in which 

corruption can grow. It has proved extraordinarily dHficult, however, 

to achieve a policy document which is at once sufficiently specific and 

sufficiently flexible to avoid the old problems presented by Euclidean 

zoning. Oregon legislation again will provide a good example. 

Mandated Planning 

The Fasano decision was made in 1973 at a time when the Oregon legis

lature was in session. Noting a request in the court's opinion for de

finitive legislation, the legislature passed two bills which required 

Oregon cities and counties to adopt strict procedural rules applying to 

all aspects of land use regulation. It was this legislative body which 

passed ~t the same session Oregon's Land Use Act (SBlOO) requiring local 

elected bodies to adopt comprehensive plans (by January 1976) conforming 

to statewide goals and guidelines. These goals and guidelines, having the 

force of law, were developed by the State Land Conservation and Development 

Commission, with a full awareness of the Fasano decision. The requirement 

for plan adoption strengthens and is consistent with the court's require

ment in the Fasano case that applications for zoning change conform to the 

local comprehensive plan. TIluS, the Oregon legislature approached the 

problem c:- confused procedures by specifying proper administrative prac

tice, and the problem of confusion in definition of "public welfare" by 

its mandate to the legislature to prepare plans which will set the policies 

on which zoning is to be based. 
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The feasibility of the legislative mandate to plan has ~een the sub

ject of numerous arguments. The Fasano case better illustrates the prob

lems and confusions than possible solutions to the central issue of the 

basis of zoning in the "public welfare." 

The Oregon court's requirement that parties in rezoning cases prove 

that "public need" for a change exists is an illustration of the difficul

ties. If the vague wordi.ng in zoning ordinances that special exceptions 

to applicants who satisfy "public welfare" requi~ements is critic:i.zed, cer

tainly the Fasano requirement that applicants muse prove "public need" is 

no improvement. Few jurisdictions responding to the Oregon questionnaire 

following the Fasano decision were able to interpret what IIpublic need ll 

meant. The "burden of proof" that ,1 landowner must give in support of a 

desired change stjll appeared to be interpreted on a case-by-case rather 

than a policy basis. It was believed in Oregon that the requirement for 

comprehensive planning might in time give a sharper meaning to the phrase 

"public need" but the responsibility for this definition is still unclear. 

In another context, Williams in American Planning ~aw, recognizing 

the problem that the pegging of day-to-day practice to policy generally 

will cause, proposes that one member of the planning board ought also 

to be a member of the zoning board in order to interpret policy questions 

as they arise. It is clear that the separation of policy making and policy 

implementing will be difficult to maintain. 

Similar reforms involving comprehensive planning proposed by the 

ABA Commission mandate consistency between the local comprehensive plans 

and the local land use controls. The ABA Commission states: 

State enabling legislation. traditionally permisSive in its 
approach to local planning, should be amended to require 
local comprehensive pl,snning and to require that the exer
cise of local land use controls be consistent with local 
comprehensive plans. 

(Fishman et a1., 1977, p. 17-18) 

The Commission goes on to attempt to define what it means by consistency-

which turns out to be closer to what it does ~ mean by consistency. The 

commission states that consistency ,should "not be viewed in terms of a 

direct, rigid relationship between a mapped land use in the plan and a 

corollary designation on the zoning map" (p. 18). What is important, 
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according to the ABA, is first, that any judicial review of zoning should 

evaluate the extent to which local actions are responsive to the government's 

planning efforts--in other words, the courts should pay attention to the 

plans. Second, they recognize that planning has moved away from rigid, 

end-state documents toward flexible policy plans, and the land controls 

should not be required to be any more rigid than the plan itself. They 

recommend the curious "flexible consistency that is appropriate to the 

circumstances" (p. 18). Finally, in areas where the public welfare has 

been defined by a higher level of government (such as consideration of 

regional housing needs, or protection of critical environmental areas by 

the state or Federal goverrunent) then consistency should be enforced 

rigidly. 

The basic philosophical concept behind the consistency arguments 

is that zoning and other land use controls should not spring full-blown 

as Minerva from Jupiter's head. Instead, it is believed, the rational 

process of comprehensive planning involves the collection of data on 

land forms, the projection of population, the identification of community 

needs for housing, industrial space, or commercial areas, and the crea

tion of some basic goals or policy frameworK, wnlch should always pre

cede the establishment of a zo~ing code or a land use management system. 

If the court in the Fasano case is saying, "show us the reasoning behind 

your decisions on individual cases," the reformers promoting consistency 

are saying "show us th'2 reasoning behind your entire zoning code." 

Ideally, such a requirement would directly attack the problem of 

defining the public interest and consequently, at least in4irectly, aid 

in preventing zoning from being bought or sold. Traditionally, compre

hensive plans have not operated in this manner. They are advisory docu

ments prepared by the local government's professional staff to give guidance 

to both the legislative and executive branches; commonly, they are not even 

adopted as an official document. The specific goals or policies that they 

reflect are generally the traditional consensus goals such as providing 

adequate housing for all people of the community or encouraging economic 

development with protection of environmental quality. Ironically, the 

definition of "public interest" found in the comprehensive plans is often 
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more loosely defined than similar statements found in the statement of 

intent which precede some zoning ordinance. 

Thus, the attempt to use the general planning process as defense of 

the validity of a particular zoning decision appear difficult. Williams' 

suggestion that an interpreter might be necessary from the planning board 

to explain its intention only makes explicit the probable difficulties. 

The experience of states now implementing consistency requirements indi

cates that they do not clarify the basic public purpose behind zoning and, 

consequently, do not alleviate the problems directly contributing to 

bribery and corruption in zoning. 

Lack of Standards: Technological Solutions 

The difficulty of defining the "public welfare" is being approached 

in a new way by the advocates of "performqnce standards." According to 

this approach technological definition of standards is theoretically 

possible, and offers policy makers the advantages of increased precision 

as well as increased flexibility in the assignment of use districts to 

development. Thus technology appears to help in cutting down deals and 

corruption. The advocates of this approach assert that the traditional 

c~ntro1s are aimed at the wrong element of development when they restrict 

the use of a particular structure. Regulations should be aimed at how 

the development performs--specifically how it affects surrounding develop

ment. 

In the 1950s, ASPO developed a concept of industrial performance 

standards for zoning ordinances. The performance criteria were in terms 

of measurable outputs as air pollution, noise, vibration, glare, and 

traffic genera tion. In its most radical conception, performance zoning 

would replace the typical segregation of uses of Euclidean zoning. The 

districts would be designed in terms of measurable environmental qualities 

instead of being defined by use. Consequently an industrial p1allt would 

be able to locate with residential uses if it met the standards of that 

district. Under this system zoning administration would be as automatic 

as that originally conceived for Euclidean zoning. The developer would 

simply have a licensed engineer or other approriate professional certify 

that his development met the standards set in the ordinance. 
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Industrial performance standards themselves initially were used 

to replace the typical use list in segregating industries among various 

industrial zones; however, in the past 5 years the concept has been 

broadened and is now being used for development more eenerally. The 

expansion of the concept has come about because of the increased sophis

tication of various forms of modeling. Carrying capacity models (for en

vironmental systemR), runoff and erosion prediction models, air pollution 

dispersion models, traffic gener~tion models, all have the potential of 

providing much more sophisticated technical backup to zoning. Add to 

these the work being done on fiscal impact analysis and cost/benefit 

analysis, and we do have much more information about how development 

affects a community. Thus zoning decisions can be made on a much more 

accurate data base, and currently a number of these modeling procedures 

are being combined through the use of computers and sold to communities 

as part of regulatory systems called impact zoning. 

The kinks, however, have still not been worked out of the systems. 

Many of these models were originally designed for other purposes than 

land regulation, and it is difficult to adapt them to the refined scale 

rtecessary to get accurate information on individual lots or parcels of 

land. Consequently the predictions are only gross, overall figures. 

Furthermore, the data base that these models need is not currently avail

able at the local level and must be generated before the system can be 

used. The collection itself and the necessary updating of information 

are expensive, and for many of the functions zoning attempts to regulate, 

there are no predictive models or the models are only in the initial 

stages of design. 

Because of these problems, the performance standards based on tech

nology have been primarily used as part of the special use permit process 

with basic Euclidean zoning being maintained as the primary regulatory 

system. And since the numbers are gross, most of the systems rely on 

generalized performance criteria without stipulating specific numerical 

measurements. 

Even the apparently value-free and objective performance standards 

themselves provide only the beginning of an answer to the zoning dilemma. 

Consider the following situation: a zoning board is faced with the problem 

of whether or not the new tax revenues which will be provided by an industry 
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(and which are predicted by the community's sophisticated fisc3l impact 

study) will compensate for the fact that a limited neighborhood will have 

to suffer noise above the accepted performance standard. Or another situa

tion! the community must consider how it can and if it can afford to pro

vide the roads, sewers, and water (and if it wants to) to service the clean 

nonpolluting industry which its standards say it can accept. The evalua

tion of these factors requires a preliminary, expert explanation of the 

way in which the project would work and of its probable consequences. 

However, once the. impact is made clear, the project's desirability takes 

the form of a political question. Probably a good expression of how these 

technological and analytic processes can best operate was made by Peter 

Steiner in his article liThe Public Sector and the Public Interest": 

Clearly all sorts of decisions do get made and not all of 
them are sensible. My conception of the analyst's role is 
to force an articulation of the proximate objectives served 
and of the conflicts between such objectives. I should be 
willing to regard open decisions so errived at by electpd 
(or otherwise responsible) public officials as a reasonable 
approximation of the collective values that we call the pub
lic interest. I think at present that we conceal so many 
issues and conflicts, both among objectives and among alter
native means, that we increase the discretion of the policy
maker beyond that necessary or desirable. 

(1970, p. 54) 

As the need to justify deviation from the normal course of action to peers 

or citizen groups can help keep officials honest, the need to justify de

viation from the evidence presented by these initial modeling procedures 

can also be a check on honesty, 

There is no doubt that the increased technological sophistication has 

enabled governments to define more precisely what they are attempting to 

accomplish through regulation regarding certain types of development. But 

it must be remembered that modeling (especially combined with computeriza

tion) can mystify and obfuscate the zoning process for the average citizen; 

and finally it must be realized that predictive modeling cannot replace the 

process of defining the public goals or the "public interest" in regulation. 
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Land Speculation: Proposed Refopms 

A few reforms have been proposed that specifically attempt to address 

the central problems of land speculation as a cause of corruption. They 

generally can be categorized as, on the one hand, laissez-faire approaches 

which rely on individual action and market mechanisms, and, on the other 

hand, as systems which attempt to encourage social recapture of the un-

earned money increment that forms the basis of speculation. 

The laissez faire approaches include the total r.el:i~nce on private cove-

nants and easements in plaL~ of zoning and the reliance on nuisance law in

stead of formal regulatory mechanisms. The use of covenants assumes that 

the individual must buy compatible development from his or her neighbors. 

In many cases, there will be mutual interest among landowners and they can 

exchange covenants easily; but this system does not work in all cases. The 

only relief that the individual would have from a neighbor using his land 

in a way that is offensive to him would be through nuisance law. Such a 

system assumes equality of income, availability of legal assistance, or 

even access to the courts. Most communities in America have decided that 

these decisions can be made more equitably through the coll€ctive action 

of g()vernment. 

This does not mean that private covenants do not have their place. They 

are in common use throughout the country when landowners want to guarantee 

development conditions that go beyond the basic guarantees of the zoning 

ordinance--such as view protections, architectural controls, and other 

development considerations that have limited general social value. Many 

local governments attempt to regulate such things through their zoning codes, 

and it may be wise to remove government controls and use private market 

procedures in these cases. 

Another group of zoning reforms would deal directly with the implicit 

economic content of zoning. The financial losses and gains which are suf

fered as a consequence of zoning may be at the heart of the matter as far 

as corruption is concerned, but the burden of years of legal and philosophi

cal resistance to facing economic issues makes it extremely unlikely that 

any explicitly economic solutions will meet with acceptance. Whether value 

gained by a developer through a municipal zoning decision should be taxed 
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for the benefit of the community, or value loss suffered by the individual 

landowner should be compensated responds to the same variety of viewpoints 

which prevent us from defining the public welfare. Though public resistance 

to any explicit system of taxes or compensation to regulate land development 

is obvious, in actual practice the opposition to regulation of profits and 

losses is not so clear as might immediately appear. Although zoning as 

an exercise of the police power has not been generally accompanied by com

pensation, there have been isolated cases where such payment has been made 

to landowners. (ALI, 1975, p. 184). Donald Hagman, in his discussion of 

the subject in Planning (1974) interprets the imposition of impact or develop

ment taxes by a community as a form of windfall payment on the part of the 

developer thr.ough which the community attempts to recapture a portion of 

the value which their regulations grant to him. As long as the developer 

passes on all of such taxes to the home buyer however, it cannot effectively 

curtail speculation in land. Nevertheless, the fact that the principle of 

a community development tax has begun to be accepted may suggest further 

efforts in the same direction. It is evident that those most likelv to 

favor "wipeout" compensation wjll most vigorously oppose "windfall" taxa-

tion and vice versa. Hagman's forthcoming book, Windfalls for Wipeouts, 

summarizes international practices restricting financial profits and losses 

in land use regulation and indicates intriguingly how far the United States 

has already come in such practices. Making the intellectual connection 

between corruption and profits and losses is not too difficult, but recog

nizing that zoning controls ought to be equally explicit about economics 

will, however, be resisted. 

A novel approach along economic lines to the corruption problem pro

posed by Marion Clawson in 1966 suggests that zoning and rezoning ought to / 

be bought and sold as the result of open competitive bidding. The zoning 

authority might offer to sell, for example, a tract of perhaps 20 to 100 

acres within a mile square; conditions to be met by the buyer would be 

specified and made part of the contract. Clawson points out that such a 

system is widely used by the Federal government in selling timber, mineral 

leases, and some other products from Federal lands. 

The most direct proposal for alleviating speculation in land uses, 

is, of coutse, for government agencies themselves to buy land and hold it 
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for future use--"reserving to the public gains in land values resulting 

from the action of government in promoting and servicing development." 

(ALI, 1975, p. 226). Experience with land banking in this country is e~

tremely limited. Like other forms of regulation, the possibilities of 

abuse may be unrecognized. The new ALI Code raises arguments on both sides 

of the que$tion and suggests that only actual practice with land banking 

programs can provide the evidence on· which to make a judgmen·t. Land banking, 

although t.heoretically attractive, appears to be far from likely to play 

a major regulato~y role in our system in the near future. 
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V CONCLUSIONS 

Mode~n zoning has passed the point where sophisticated practitioners 

believe that all zoning contingencies can be laid out in advance, and eve~y 

possibility planv~d for. Flexibility and discretion appear to be here to 

stay. 

The problems of zoning corruption appear to arise not so much from 

discretion as from decision-making which is practiced behind closed doors. 

Discretiona~y judgments, ar~ived at openly and with technical advice on 

hand for the public to help its elected officials make up their minds, may 

j~yolve cumbersome procedures. But though efficiency may suffer, public 

accessibility appears to be the best hope in guarding against corruption. 

Every proposed reform must be examined with this in mind; land use 

administration must be open to the public. The public must be able to 

see and hear what is occurring; negotiation must take place in a fish bowl. 

The public sector must design procedures so that there will be no surprised 

in zoning. 

language. 

Efforts must be made to translate technical decisions into lay 

Finally the public must be able to do something about procedures 

it does not like through the political process. In short, there are no 

quick and easy solutions. 

An examination of the various reforms proposed suggest direct:ions 

which a local government can take if a reasonably honest land use control 

system is to be instituted. The administrative reforms required by the 

Fasano decision and the proposed ALI code point the way. These reforms 

are directly relat(!d to the land use control system. They reach to under

lying problems in the system and are reforms 'that will be acceptable to 

the public in general. 

In short, public hearings must be open, ouc--of-court contact must be 

avoided. due process must be protected. Furthermore the value of the public 

forum is protected by being firmly tied to the public record. Administrative 

hearings must keep detailed records and justify their decisions on the basis 

of explicit criteria. Such criteria, it is hoped, will be proVided in a plan 

or at least explicitly within a zoning ordinance. Under the new procedures, 

criteria cannot remain undefined and pressure will be put upon local legis

latures to define their policies. 
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'!'he u,anger of legalisms in cooling public participation- in the new 

pL'CJcech.lres must be recognized, and attf'trnpts must be made to overcome this 

shortcoming. Experienced lawyers suggest that legal assistance may be neces

sary for the initial administrative meetings but should be able to be 

dispensed with after more experien~.e has been h::td. Institutionalizing 

public oversight is the goal. 

No land use system will work for all~ time. Changes in technological 

competence and in cOmfnurdty values are inevitable. What cannot change {n 

any attempt to control corruption is the need for open procedures. It is 

not discretionary judgments which lead to corruption, it is secrecy_ These 

should not be confused. 
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